AGENDA – SPECIAL MEETING
COMMITTEE TO PROTECT BELVEDERE’S SEAWALLS,
LEVEES, AND UTILITIES
DECEMBER 09, 2020 @ 10:00 A.M.
VIA REMOTE ZOOM MEETING

COVID-19 ADVISORY NOTICE
Due to Covid concerns and consistent with State Executive Orders No. 25-20 and No. 29-20, the meeting will not
be physically open to the public. Members of the City Council and staff will participate in this meeting remotely.
Members of the public are encouraged to participate remotely via Zoom or telephone pursuant to the information
and link below. Public comment will be accepted during the meeting. The public may also submit comments in
advance of the meeting by emailing the City Clerk at: bhaener@cityofbelvedere.org. Please write “Public
Comment” in the subject line. Comments submitted one hour prior to the commencement of the meeting will be
presented to the City Council and included in the public record for the meeting. Those received after this time
will be added to the record and shared with City Councilmembers after the meeting.
City of Belvedere is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.
Topic: Committee to Protect Belvedere's Seawalls, Levees, and Utilities
Time: Dec 09th, 2020 at 10:00 AM Pacific Time
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85333573030?pwd=SFRoemJ0Nkg3Zm5Vc3pwejI3TitVdz09
Meeting ID: 853 3357 3030
Passcode: 853523
877 853 5247 US Toll-free
888 788 0099 US Toll-free

The City encourages that comments be submitted in advance of the meeting. However, for members of the public
using the Zoom video conference function, those who wish to comment on an agenda item should write “I wish
to make a public comment” in the chat section of the remote meeting platform. At the appropriate time, the City
Clerk will allow oral public comment through the remote meeting platform.
Any member of the public who needs special accommodations to access the public meeting should email the City
Clerk at bhaener@cityofbelvedere.org, who will use her best efforts to provide assistance.

SPECIAL MEETING
COMMITTEE TO PROTECT BELVEDERE’S SEAWALLS,
LEVEES, AND UTILITIES
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 09, 2020 @ 10:00 A.M.
VIA REMOTE ZOOM MEETING
AGENDA

OPEN FORUM
This is an opportunity for any citizen to briefly address the Committee to Protect Belvedere’s Seawalls, Levees,
and Utilities on any matter that does not appear on this agenda. Upon being recognized by the Chair, please
state your name, address, and limit your oral statement to no more than three minutes. Matters that appear to
warrant a more lengthy presentation or Committee consideration may be agendized for further discussion at a
later meeting.
SCHEDULED ITEMS
1. Approve minutes of the August 20, 2020 meeting.
2. Consider progress to date on concept design development; Adopt recommendation to City Council to
authorize staff to proceed with the next steps, including Feasibility Design and Environmental analysis
for the revised design plan (the preferred alternative).

ADJOURN

NOTICE: WHERE TO VIEW AGENDA MATERIALS

Staff reports and other writings distributed to the Committee, including those distributed after the posting date of this agenda, are available for public
inspection at Belvedere City Hall, 450 San Rafael Avenue, Belvedere. To request automatic mailing of agenda materials, please contact the City Clerk
at 415-435-3838.

NOTICE: AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

The following accommodations will be provided, upon request, to persons with a disability: agendas and/or agenda packet materials in alternate
formats and special assistance needed to attend or participate in this meeting. Please make your request at City Hall or by calling 415/435-3838.
Whenever possible, please make your request four working days in advance.

Posted 12/ 08/2020

COMMITTEE TO PROTECT BELVEDERE’S
SEAWALLS, LEVEES, AND UTILITIES
AUGUST 20, 2020, @ 2:00 P.M.
REMOTE MEETING
VIA ZOOM
MINUTES
______________________________________________________
COMMITTEE PRESENT:

Denise Bauer, Glenn Isaacson, Ken Johnson, Nancy Kemnitzer,
William Rothman, Larry Wheat, Sally Wilkinson, Justin Faggioli,
Andrew Allen and Chair Jim Lynch

COMMITTEE ABSENT:

None

OTHERS PRESENT:

Mayor Nancy Kemnitzer, Bob McCaskill, City Manager Craig
Middleton, Finance Director Amber Johnson, Public Works
Director Robert Zadnik, and Stetson Engineers’ James Reilly and
Julian Fulwiler

CALL TO ORDER OF REGULAR MEETING
The meeting was called to order at 2:00 PM by Chair Lynch.
OPEN FORUM
No one wished to speak.
SCHEDULED ITEMS
1.

Approve minutes of the January 30, 2020 meeting

Chair Lynch requested an edit, and the minutes were approved as corrected.
2.

Update on design concepts from shoreline protection

City Manager Middleton asked for the Committee’s help in moving toward consensus around a
concept that could then be taken into further design, along with environmental analysis. City
Manager Middleton stated that staff had been working with Stetson Engineering to develop a
proposal based on feedback from the public. City Manager Middleton discussed the redesigned
concepts and stated that they would result in cost savings of 25% when compared with earlier
concepts.
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Public Works Director Zadnik reported in detail on the revised designs. Mr. Zadnik stated that he
believes the revised plan retains the current look and feel of Belvedere by embracing a lighter
touch. He stated that staff had presented the revised designs to residents, and that the majority
appreciate the changes that have been made.
Committee member Rothman requested an explanation as to why Stetson Engineering had
challenged FEMA’s statement on the projection of the sea level rise. Mr. Rothman also asked
whether Belvedere wants more bike tourism coming to the area, and how effective the revised
design would be against flooding if Tiburon were not to address the need to prevent water from
flooding its downtown and then Belvedere. Public Works Director Zadnik responded that Stetson
reduced the pathway width (from earlier proposals) on San Rafael Avenue so as not to
accommodate bike traffic on the pathway, and stated he does not believe there will be an uptick in
bike tourism. Mr. Zadnik also indicated that talks with Tiburon will continue as we refine designs.
City Manager Middleton stated that the report and designs are based on the latest sea-level-rise
projections provided by the State of California.
Member Wilkinson stated her appreciation for progress made on this project and asked Stetson
Engineering to comment as to whether Belvedere is at risk of flooding today or if this is a future
issue. Mr. Reilly stated that a coastal event such as a high tide could cause the sea level to overtop
the existing barriers because they are not high enough. Mr. Reilly stated that under today’s
condition this could happen, a situation that will worsen with sea level rise.
Member Faggioli stated his appreciation to Stetson Engineering and staff for this revised plan.
Member Faggioli reiterated that they are bound by the FEMA numbers with the California state
overlay, thereby rendering the NOAA numbers irrelevant. Mr. Reilly confirmed that this
understanding is correct.
Mayor Kemnitzer commended Stetson Engineer and staff for their hard work on this project, and
discussed the report and revised concepts.
Stetson Engineer Mr. Reilly answered Committee questions regarding cost, and stated that these
are preliminary cost estimates; until they have detailed design plans, they cannot guarantee a cost.
Mr. Reilly also answered Committee questions on permitting and riprap, and stated that this plan
substantially conforms to what BCDC is looking for.
Chair Lynch called for public comment. Chloe Birook from 36 Beach Road asked whether creating
a barrier outside of the buildings on the bay side of Beach road is possible. Mr. Reilly responded
that we cannot build out on the bay unless there is no other practical alternative, so we would have
to demonstrate that there is no other alternative.
Member Johnson asked for clarification on the San Rafael avenue path and if this is indeed a bike
path. Public Works Director Zadnik stated the revised design will keep the path as pedestrian only;
bikes will be kept on the roadway. Cost and budget, as well as replacement of water lines and
materials used for hardening of utilities, were discussed by the Committee. Mr. Zadnik indicated
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that flexible materials will be used going forward with line replacements to make them more
resistant to earthquakes.
ADJOURN
The Committee meeting was adjourned at 3:49 PM.

APPROVED:___________________________
Jim Lynch, Chair
ATTEST:_______________________________
Beth Haener, City Clerk

CITY OF
BELVEDERE

Memorandum

TO:

Committee to Protect Belvedere’s Seawalls, Levees, and Utilities.

FROM:

Craig Middleton, City Manager
Robert Zadnik, Public Works Director

SUBJECT:

Consider progress to date on concept design development; Adopt recommendation
to City Council to authorize staff to proceed with the next steps, including
Feasibility Design and Environmental analysis for the revised design plan (the
preferred alternative).

DATE:

December 9th, 2020

Recommended Motion/Item Description
1. Consider a second review of the revised design concepts for the Belvedere shoreline
resiliency project as presented to the Committee to Protect Belvedere’s Seawalls, Levees
and Utilities (Committee) on August 20th, 2020 and to the Belvedere City Council on
November 12th, 2020; and
2. Adopt a motion recommending that City Council authorize staff to proceed with the next
level Feasibility Design and Environmental analysis for the revised plan (the preferred
alternative) as presented.
Background
In response to comments received by the community and key project stakeholders, staff has
collaborated with the project engineers (Stetson) to revise earlier concept design plans developed
by the Amsterdam-based firm, ONE Architecture.
Initial resident feedback showed strong community support for the following items:
•
•
•
•
•

Retain existing parking at all locations to the maximum extent feasible.
Align seawall to be on the seaward side of the West Shore Road properties.
Remove the “prow,” or peninsula boardwalk area, from the earlier Beach Road proposal.
Retain current traffic configuration for the Beach Road/San Rafael Avenue intersection
(Land Company Park traffic circle).
Reduce project cost.
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At its August 20 meeting, the Committee reviewed the Alternatives Analysis report and considered
a modified design concept that was developed to address concerns raised by members of the
community. Many Committee members commented favorably on the modified design and asked
staff to continue outreach efforts. Committee members expressed appreciation for efforts to
respond to residents’ concerns about a number of the aforementioned items, with specific focus on
reducing the project costs.
Following this meeting, staff continued to engage with community members and with the San
Francisco Yacht Club’s Board of Directors. Staff provided an update to the City Council in
November. Councilmembers indicated that revisions incorporated into the new design concept
were responsive and that the overall design had improved. The Council directed staff to seek a
formal recommendation from the Committee, and then to return to the Council.
Next Steps
As mentioned, overall feedback on the revised concept has been positive; many residents are now
asking for more detailed plans and renderings to demonstrate how the seawall would work, would
look and would alter current conditions, such as views. These specific questions will be explored
during the next phase of the project: Feasibility Level Design and CEQA analysis. Throughout this
process, staff will continue to engage with residential groups, key stakeholders, and the Town of
Tiburon to refine the design.
The environmental analysis will be complex; therefore, feasibility level design and CEQA are
being proposed to be accomplished concurrently. Expenses for this phase would be partially
covered by the Department of Water Resources under our current match grant with the State of
California.
Recommended Action
That the Committee adopt a motion recommending that the City Council authorize staff to proceed
with the next level Feasibility Design and Environmental Phase for the revised plan (the preferred
alternative) as presented.
Attachments
•

Levee Design Elevation Chart

•

Revised Concept Plans for: San Rafael Avenue, West Shore Road, Beach Road

•

August 20th Staff Report to the Committee (for reference)

•

June 1, 2020 Stetson Engineers Inc. Alternatives Analysis Report (technical appendices
available upon request)

•

Correspondence received
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STETSON ENGINEERS - SAN RAFAEL AVE REVIESD DESGIN

STETSON ENGINEERS - WEST SHORE BARRIER

STETSON ENGINEERS - BEACH ROAD BARRIER

CITY OF
BELVEDERE
Memorandum
TO:

Committee to Protect Belvedere’s Seawalls, Levees and Utilities

FROM:

Craig Middleton, City Manager
Robert Zadnik, Public Works Manager

SUBJECT:

Receive the Alternatives Report and Consider the Staff Proposal to Pursue the
Revised Design Concepts Derived from Community Feedback.

DATE:

August 20, 2020

Recommended Motion/Item Description
1. That the Committee review the staff report and staff presentation, and consider the staffrecommended revised design approach in light of comments received on earlier design concepts
that are detailed in the Stetson Alternatives Analysis; and
2. Provide input on the proposed design revisions and on next steps.

Background
The restrictions in response to the COVID-19 pandemic have resulted in our taking a pause in our public
conversations regarding the seawall designs and configurations. During this period, staff has considered
the public input that has been received to date, and has endeavored, working with Stetson Engineers, to
develop a revised design concept that is responsive to that input.
As a reminder to the Committee, the City has been working for several years on an approach to securing
Belvedere’s levee roadways, seawalls and utilities against multiple pending threats. The most
unpredictable and potentially immediate of these threats is a sizable earthquake. We know that our area is
overdue for a large quake; we do not know when a quake might hit. According to Miller Pacific, our
seismic engineers, the levees under San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road are susceptible to significant
movement and deformation resulting from an earthquake. This, in turn, threatens the viability of utility
lines that are buried within the levees, critical for supplying Belvedere with water, gas and electricity
while also moving sewage out of the City. If severed gas lines were to cause fires, and water lines that
supply Island fire hydrants were also severed, one could imagine a serious fire scenario with little ability
to extinguish it.
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San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road serve as the only access routes into and out of much of Belvedere.
Deformation of the levees could complicate efforts by emergency crews to access and to evacuate the
Island. The primary engineering solution to strengthening the levees against earthquakes is to support
them with sheet piles driven deep into the underlying sediment and tied to existing or new walls.
Another threat that we are attempting to mitigate against is associated with flooding. Hydrological
modeling shows significant risk of flooding during a 100-year storm event under today’s conditions, and
this risk is exacerbated by rising sea levels over the coming years. Based on the preponderance of
evidence about planetary warming and sea level rise, it is clear that there will come a time in the not-toodistant future when still water levels will be high enough that the levees will no longer provide effective
flood protection. Impacts – direct and indirect – will be felt citywide. The impacts on utilities and access
could be significant if flooding were to occur on a regular basis. This could affect livability and property
values throughout the City, as well as creating fiscal challenges for a city government that is dependent on
property taxes. In order to address issues related to flooding, Stetson Engineers recommends raising the
seawalls to a level that would protect against major flooding risk at today’s sea levels and at 2050 levels,
as estimated by the State of California. A further recommendation would allow for these seawalls to be
built so as to support additional height if taller seawalls were needed at a later date.

The Design Process
Protecting the City from the threats of earthquakes and sea level rise provides an opportunity also to
improve popular shoreline walking and viewing areas. In order to explore these “co-benefits,” the City
hired an experienced architectural team based in the Netherlands, where water inundation challenges are
common. The firm, ONE Architecture, proposed enhanced green spaces along the waterfront areas of
San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road, as well as wider, more accessible pathways and additional view
seating. Importantly, from a public safety perspective, ONE proposed a system that would not be
dependent on operable gates for access through the seawall. This “passive” approach would provide
significantly more reliable flood protection.
ONE Architecture’s concept drawings were displayed in City Hall prior to the COVID-19 crisis; they are
also displayed on the City’s website. In addition, the City Council held a public study session to obtain
comment on the concepts.
In general, while most people expressed enthusiasm for creating beautiful and usable waterfront spaces
and for protecting the City against floods and earthquakes, many expressed concerns about trade-offs –
such as reduced roadway lane widths and loss of currently-available parking spaces. Other concerns
related to impacts of certain landscape features on views of the water. Finally, cost considerations were
viewed as important, as these improvements to levees and seawalls carry significant cost.
In the ensuing months, Staff has considered the public comments received thus far, and has sought to
adjust the design concepts to respond to public sentiment. Staff has also continued to reach out to key
stakeholders along San Rafael Avenue and West Shore and Beach Roads to get their initial reactions to
the adjusted design concepts. We look forward to hearing from the Committee as well.
Attached for your reference is a report by Stetson Engineers entitled, “Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee
System Improvement Project – Draft Report on Evaluation of Alternatives – June 1, 2020.” The report
identifies the staff-recommended preferred alternatives for the three areas of interest -- San Rafael, Beach
Road, and West Shore. The report serves as a “road map” that encapsulates technical work and reasoning
leading to the staff-recommended preferred alternatives. In summary:
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Revised Design Concepts & Revised Preliminary Cost Estimates
San Rafael Ave
This is a variation of the design concept presented to the Committee and Council by ONE Architecture,
with the following modifications aimed at reducing construction costs and impacts to the road and
existing parking.
 Floodwall and sheet-piling improvements do not encroach into the existing roadway or impact
any existing parking.
 The floodwall constructed along the northern 1,000 feet is built on the bayside of the existing
path with same access points as existing.
 Around the middle of the path there is an “up-and-over” as the floodwall transitions to the
roadside of the path.
 The 800 feet along the southern portion contains sheet-piling protection and the floodwall can be
constructed on top of the sheet-piling.
 The only access to the southern 800-ft are at “up-and-overs” located at both ends, which avoids
the need to have the path bulb out into the roadway.
 Included are park features developed by ONE Architecture at the northern and southern ends*
*Note that parts of the northern park feature, as well as about 200 feet of the floodwall, appear to be
located outside Belvedere City limits. The boundary shown on the plan view was obtained from Marin
Maps, so it may not be exact. More detailed surveying will be performed as part of feasibility design to
identify City Limits.
Preliminary Cost Estimation: $7.5 million
Beach Rd
This is a variation of the design concept presented to the Committee and Council by ONE Architecture
with the following modifications aimed at reducing construction costs and impacts to existing parking.
 The floodwall is placed along the edge of the existing sidewalk along the southwestern and
northeastern sections, and retains the park concept developed by ONE in the middle (near
Peninsula Rd).
 The existing roundabout at the San Rafael intersection is left in place, and pedestrian access is
added.
 There are two “up-and-over” ramps on either side of the Yacht Club for access onto the sidewalk
and there is still space for a loading zone in front of the Yacht Club.
 The existing median is removed to allow for the park width in the middle (near Peninsula Rd) and
street parking on the southwestern portion.
 The concrete water-step feature developed by ONE near Main St is retained but scaled back to
keep the entire feature within Belvedere City limits.
 Sheet-piling is incorporated along approximately 1,100 feet, as shown on the plan view.
Preliminary Cost Estimation: $11.6 million
West Shore
This design concept places a low barrier along the bayside frontage in the backyards of the six private
properties located at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 West Shore Road.
 The barrier height would range from less than 1 foot to 2 feet above grade.
 The barrier could be integrated into existing features, such as walls, to minimize modifications to
the properties.
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More detailed surveying will be performed as part of feasibility design to identify opportunities to
minimize impacts.
Preliminary Cost Estimation: $1.0 million

Recommendations
Staff’s objective in providing this revised design is to help move the conversation toward the embrace of
a publicly-supported concept that can then be studied further. Once a concept is approved by the City
Council, following deliberations by this committee and additional public engagement opportunities as
warranted, the design/engineering team will dive into the schematic design phase and the required
environmental analysis. The team will also develop more refined cost estimates concurrent with the next
phase of design. Finally, a separate team will examine possible approaches to funding the eventual
project.
Based on these objectives, Staff makes the following recommendations:
•

That the Committee review the staff report and staff presentation, and consider the staffrecommended revised design approach in light of comments received on earlier design concepts
that are detailed in the Stetson Alternatives Analysis; and

•

Provide input on the proposed design revisions and on next steps.

Attachments
•
•
•
•

Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System Improvement Project – Draft Report on Evaluation of
Alternatives – June 1, 2020. Stetson Engineers Inc.
Levee Design Elevation Chart
ONE Architecture concept renderings from January 2020.
Revised Concept Plans.
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BELVEDERE LAGOON COASTAL LEVEE SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
Draft Report on Evaluation of Alternatives

Stetson Engineers Inc.
June 1, 2020

1.

Introduction

The purpose of this report is to document the development of alternatives for the Belvedere Lagoon
Coastal Levee System Improvement Project and selection of the staff-recommended preferred
alternative. Alternatives development and selection included engineering studies, architectural and
urban design and involved outreach and collaboration with the public, City-appointed citizen
committees, and the City Council.
This Report on Evaluation of Alternatives consists of two parts. Part 1 describes an evaluation of
potentially feasible general methods of protecting the levees and interior Belvedere Lagoon area from
damage due to coastal flooding and the selection of the appropriate general method. Part 2 describes
the development and evaluation of alternative configurations of the selected method and recommends
the preferred alternative configuration based on cost, regulatory agency permitting, public benefits, and
other factors.
This report is partially funded by a grant from the State of California. In 2016 Stetson Engineers Inc.
(Stetson), San Rafael, in collaboration with City staff prepared an application to the State of California
Department of Water Resources for grant funding under their Local Levee Assistance Program/Local
Levee Evaluation (“DWR LLAP/LOLE”) Program. In 2017, DWR approved the grant agreement with the
City the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System Evaluation (“Evaluation”). The grant funds 55% of the
total cost of the Evaluation; or $611,000 of the total cost of $1,086,000.
The goal of the Evaluation is to develop a well-defined project that has been vetted with the public and
City Council, has been fully permitted and is ready for final design and construction. The scope of work
for the Evaluation includes a structural and geotechnical evaluation of the existing condition of the
levees comprising the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System and planning and pre-design work to
protect the levees and life and property in the flood-prone interior lagoon area from the hazards of a
coastal flood. The scope of work has four major elements:
•

Geotechnical and coastal structural investigation, analysis, and evaluation of the stability of the
existing levees under static and seismic conditions (i.e., strong ground shaking from an
earthquake) and their ability to withstand a coastal flood event, identification of any deficiencies
in the levees, and recommendations for corrective measures;

•

Alternatives analysis of raising all or portions of the levees to sufficiently reduce or eliminate
overtopping during a coastal flood or other general methods that avoid or minimize levee

1

raising; selection of the most appropriate method followed by development and selection of the
preferred configuration of that method;
•

Feasibility study of the preferred configuration selected in the alternatives analysis;

•

Environmental documentation for the preferred configuration to comply with CEQA and NEPA
and obtain required environmental regulatory permits.

The scope of work also includes preparing an application to FEMA for a Conditional Letter of Map
Revision (“CLOMR”) recognizing the reduced flood hazard that would result from implementing the
preferred configuration. A CLOMR written confirmation from FEMA that, if the project is constructed as
designed, FEMA would revise the Flood Insurance Rate Map to reflect the reduced flood hazard. But in
light of FEMA’s determination (made after DWR awarded the grant to the City) that San Rafael Avenue
and Beach Road would not be eligible for a CLOMR due to encroachments by existing structures (e.g.,
buildings, utilities, culverts, others), this particular task may later be modified or eliminated.
The City contracted with Stetson and One Architecture, a landscape and urban design firm, to complete
the technical portions of the scope of work. Stetson subcontracted with CLE Engineering (“CLE”),
Novato, to complete coastal structural engineering portions and Miller Pacific Engineering Group
(“MPEG”), Novato, to complete geotechnical engineering portions.
2.

Background

The San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees are vulnerable to potential damage caused by
overtopping during a coastal flood. Overtopping floodwaters entering the lagoon would cause the
lagoon water level to rapidly rise and flood shoreline properties threatening life and property. Coastal
overtopping could also occur along West Shore and the Tiburon shoreline and contribute to flooding in
the interior lagoon area. Direct rainfall and stormwater runoff from surrounding hillsides that drain to
the lagoon, which would be expected to accompany a coastal flood, would exacerbate flooding of the
interior lagoon area.
In 2014 Belvedere completed a study of the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System using FEMA
Cooperative Technical Partner program grant funding (“FEMA CTP Grant Study”). The levee system that
was studied included the San Rafael and Beach Road levees, lagoon water control facilities, and storm
drains that discharge to the lagoon, all of which control flooding in the lagoon area. Shorelines along
West Shore and the Tiburon (Main Street) waterfront were also included in the study. The FEMA CTP
Grant Study identified two sources, of flooding; direct rainfall and rain-induced stormwater runoff
entering the lagoon during a 1%-annual-chance rain-runoff flood; and coastal overtopping of the levees
and shorelines during a 1%-annual-chance coastal flood. 1 The study found that the levee system has the
capability and capacity to protect lagoon shoreline properties from flooding caused by direct rainfall and
rain-induced stormwater runoff but not from coastal overtopping: The San Rafael and Beach Road
levees are not high enough and barriers along West Shore and the Tiburon shoreline are totally absent.
1

The 1%-annual chance flood represents a flood magnitude, in terms of rain-induced runoff or coastal water level,
that has a 1-percent probability of being equaled or exceeded in any given year. On average over the very long
term, this flood would be expected to occur about once every 100 years; hence, it is often referred to as the 100year runoff flood or coastal flood. Properties located in the 1%-annual-chance flood zone with mortgages from
federally-insured lenders are required to carry flood insurance.
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The study concluded that the heights of San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees would need to be
raised and barriers would be needed along West Shore and Tiburon shoreline. The heights of the levee
raises and barriers would not necessarily need to be high enough to eliminate all overtopping; but they
would need to be high enough to repel a substantial portion of the overtopping volume such that
residual overtopping floodwater would not cause the lagoon to rise to flood level.
Subsequent geotechnical investigations have found that the San Rafael and Beach Road levees are built
on weak soils and the levees could be damaged by strong seismic ground shaking. Further, the levees
have historically settled and the settlement is expected to continue on through year 2100. The levees
function as the sole transportation and utilities corridors serving Belvedere Island. Maintaining their
proper functioning condition is critical to enabling swift evacuation from the island as well as providing
vital public services during disasters and other emergencies.
The ultimate project for protecting the levees and interior lagoon area from coastal flooding, referred to
as the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System Improvement Project, will need to be resilient and
adaptable to future sea level rise in accordance with “State of California Sea-Level Rise Guidance: 2018
Update.” The project will require a permit from the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development
Commission (BCDC), the California state planning and regulatory agency with regional authority over the
San Francisco Bay and shoreline. BCDC permitting will have a major influence on development of the
ultimate method of flood protection and configuration of the project. As a permit condition, BCDC
requires that projects be resilient and adaptable to future sea level rise. City staff and consultants held a
pre-application meeting with BCDC staff on December 14, 2017 regarding the evaluation.
Following is a recap of key highlights of work completed under the previous FEMA grant and thus far
under this DWR grant:
•

Findings of 2014 FEMA CTP Grant Study (Appendix A)
o Belvedere Lagoon Property Owners Association (BLPOA) owns and operates lagoon
water control facilities. The facilities include gated culverts, which enable control of the
water level in the lagoon by regulating the exchange of water between the lagoon and
the bay, and pumps which enable withdrawal of water from the lagoon to the bay.
o BLPOA operates the lagoon at a lower water level during the winter rainy season. This
provides approximately 150 acre-feet 2 of storage space to attenuate inflow into the
lagoon from the various sources including direct rainfall on the lagoon, stormwater
runoff from surround hillsides, and coastal overtopping of San Rafael, Beach Road, West
Shore and Tiburon shoreline.
o Hydrologic and hydraulic modeling by Stetson demonstrated that BLPOA’s water control
facilities and lagoon water level operations can prevent the lagoon from rising to flood
levels due to direct rainfall and stormwater runoff entering the lagoon during events up
to the 1%-annual-chance rain-induced flood. However, during the 1%-annual-chance
coastal flood the volume of seawater overtopping the levees would overwhelm BLPOA’s
water control facilities causing the lagoon water level to rapidly rise and flood shoreline
properties. San Rafael and Beach Road levees are not high enough to prevent coastal

2

Subsequent measurements and calculations have revised this figure to 130 acre-feet of storage space (Appendix
D, Figure 3).
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o

•

overtopping, which carries a very high volume of seawater into the lagoon – much more
than the approximately 150 acre-feet2 provided by operating the lagoon at a lower
water level.
San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levee tops are not level – they slightly undulate due
to historical differential settlement along the length of the levees. Levee tops range in
elevation from a low of about 8.0 feet NAVD to over 10.0 feet NAVD. In theory under
present day conditions, raising the height-deficient stretches of the San Rafael and
Beach Road levee tops uniformly to elevation 10.0 feet NAVD and 10.7 feet NAVD,
respectively, would reduce overtopping during the 1%-annual-chance coastal flood
sufficiently to prevent the lagoon from rising to flood levels. But additional raising would
be needed to account for future sea level rise and offset future further settlement.

Findings of Geotechnical and Coastal Structural Evaluations (Appendix B)
o The San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees were constructed many years ago using
variable earthen materials.
o Both levees are underlain by “Bay Mud” and sands which are compressible and prone to
liquefaction and settlement.
o Both levees have undergone over four feet of settlement since construction.
o Future settlement is expected – 0.5 feet over the next 30 years and 1.2 feet over the
next 100 years. Need to raise levees higher to offset future settlement.
o Both levees are stable under static conditions, but are not stable during seismic ground
shaking. Potential displacement of 3 to 24 inches could occur during seismic events.
o Further lowering of the levees due to future settlement and/or seismic ground shakinginduced (vertical downward) displacement would exacerbate the height deficiency of
the levees, rendering them more vulnerable to coastal overtopping.
o Placement of additional fill or other material to raise the levees would increase future
settlement due to additional loading on the underlying compressible soils.
o Existing armor stone placed along the outboard slope of San Rafael levee provides
adequate protection and is stable to withstand a 1%-annual-chance coastal flood event.
The levee is, nonetheless, height deficient to prevent coastal overtopping.
o Concrete railing sections along the Beach Road levee can be expected to fail during a
1%-annual-chance coastal flood event. Open railing sections should be replaced with
filled-in railing sections and retractable flood gates installed across property entrances
to provide a continuous barrier.
o The foundation of the seawall along a section of the Beach Road levee opposite
Peninsula Road is exposed and being undermined by wave action. The seawall is losing
lateral support, some sections are actively sliding/rotating. This condition will continue
to deteriorate. Deeper foundation support is needed, and driven sheet piles are the best
option. Pile depths of 30 to 40 feet deep would protect against further undermining
while providing support and reducing lateral deformation during strong seismic shaking.
The sea wall must be repaired to restore stability. The repair should be compatible and,
to the extent practical, integrated with potential future raising of the levee.

4

•

Highlights of “State of California Sea-Level Rise Guidance: 2018 Update”
(http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/ftp/pdf/agenda_items/20180314/Item3_ExhibitA_OPC_SLR_Guidance-rd3.pdf)
o This State guidance document is intended to provide a science-based methodology for
State and local governments to analyze and assess the risks associated with sea-level
rise and incorporate sea-level rise into their planning, permitting, and investment
decisions. SB 379 requires local governments to incorporate climate adaptation and
resiliency strategies into their General Plan.
o Probabilistic projections for the height of future sea level rise in the San Francisco Bay
have been adopted by the State. The median (50%) probability projection is 0.9 feet rise
by mid-century (2050) and 1.6 to 2.5 feet by end of century (2100). New scientific
evidence has highlighted the potential for extreme sea-level rise. The extreme
projection, which results from loss of the West Antarctic ice sheet and does not have an
associated probability, is 2.7 feet rise by mid-century and 10.2 feet by end of century.

•

Highlights of December 14, 2017 Meeting with BCDC Regarding the DWR LLAP/LOLE Grant
Project
o In general, BCDC’s permitting authority covers the San Francisco Bay and the shoreline
band. Along the San Rafael and Beach Road levees, BCDC’s permitting authority extends
from the outboard side of the levees a distance of 100 feet inward towards the lagoon
(shoreline band), but it does not include the lagoon. Any modifications to the levees,
including raising, will require a permit from BCDC.
o BCDC indicated that they:
 would support raising and widening the levees (and roads), if needed;
 would prefer the project provide maximum feasible public access, such as roads
and public pathways; at a minimum public access and recreational use should
be preserved, not diminished;
 would require the San Rafael levee park use be preserved, not diminished;
 would prefer that the project footprint be confined to within the existing 100
foot shoreline band; extending the footprint outward into the bay would require
demonstration that there is no other practicable alternative;
 would require that the permit application include a long term plan for
maintaining levee functions under future sea-level rise conditions beyond end
of century. Levee functions include flood protection to interior properties,
access and evacuation routes for Belvedere Island residences, and corridors for
utilities. Should consider potential long term future construction of a causeway
to replace San Rafael and Beach Road levees to connect Belvedere Island,
raising lagoon shoreline properties, filling the lagoon, or future retreat from the
lagoon area.

•

Tiburon Shoreline Barrier
o The FEMA CTP Grant Study identified four sources, or pathways, of coastal overtopping.
These include the San Rafael and Beach Road levees and along West Shore and Tiburon
shoreline. The study concluded that the heights of San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road
5

o

o

o

3.

levees would need to be raised and barriers would need to be installed along West
Shore and Tiburon shoreline.
Under present-day sea level conditions, coastal overtopping originating along the
Tiburon shoreline during a 1%-annual-chance coastal flood event would contribute 72
acre-feet of floodwater to the lagoon. In year 2050, under future sea level rise
conditions, the contribution would increase to about 1,000 acre-feet. On this basis, the
study concluded that by about year 2025 the contribution from the Tiburon shoreline
will need to be eliminated by a newly constructed barrier. The reason is that, without a
barrier, by that time even with raising of the Beach Road levee, higher sea level would
cause the Tiburon floodwaters alone to overwhelm the lagoon attenuation capacity and
BLPOA’s lagoon water level control system and flood shoreline properties.
Alternative alignments were developed for the Tiburon Shoreline barrier (refer to
Appendix C, figure entitled “Barrier Alignments for Tiburon Overflow”). Alignments 1
and 2 are located within the City of Tiburon and Alignment 3 is located in within the City
of Belvedere. All alignments would protect the lagoon from coastal overtopping
originating along the Tiburon Shoreline under present-day and future sea level rise
conditions. The Belvedere alignment would be much longer, cost significantly more than
the Tiburon alternatives, and would not protect life and property in Tiburon. For these
reasons, it was judged that the Tiburon alignments would be more cost effective,
reasonable and appropriate.
Rather than pursue further development of the Belvedere alignment, it makes more
sense for Belvedere and Tiburon to collaborate on development of one of the Tiburon
alignments that would protect both cities. It is important to point out, however, that
installing a Tiburon shoreline barrier is essential to protecting the interior lagoon area
from flooding and this need increases with every year that sea levels rise.

Part 1 – Evaluation of General Methods of Flood Protection

Part 1 identifies and evaluates a range of potentially feasible general methods of flood protection and
selects the preferred method. Methods of flood protection considered include traditional and nontraditional methods located on-shore and off-shore. Methods of flood protection identified and
evaluated considered overtopping of the San Rafael and Beach Road levees and along West Shore.
Overtopping along the Tiburon shoreline was not considered because it was assumed that this source of
overtopping would be eliminated in the near future as an outcome of a separate collaboration between
Belvedere and Tiburon.
3.1

Project Core Goal and Design Objectives

The core goal of the Belvedere Lagoon Coastal Levee System Improvement Project is to safeguard life
and property and provide a substantial and achievable level of protection against hazards associated
with coastal flooding and damage to the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees/road embankments.
There are over 260 single family homes and duplexes in the lagoon area. In addition, the San Rafael and
Beach Road levees serve Belvedere residents living on the island and in the lagoon area by providing the
only passage routes on and off the island as well as corridors for utilities. Keeping these levees intact
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and operational, especially for maintaining fire flow service and providing evacuation routes during
emergencies, is essential for public safety.
To achieve the core goal, the project should be designed to protect against lagoon flooding and damage
to the San Rafael and Beach Road levees/road embankments 3 resulting from
•
•

coastal overtopping during a coastal flood with associated direct rainfall and stormwater
inflows; and
seismic ground shaking and resulting deformation of the San Rafael and Beach Road levees/road
embankments.

The project design objective is to provide protection from damage during a 1% annual-chance coastal
flood. The design flood is the 1%-annual-chance coastal flood with associated rain-induced stormwater
runoff. A 1%-annual-chance level of protection is the regulatory standard applied by FEMA since the
inception of the National Flood Insurance Program to administer its nationwide floodplain management
program. It will provide a meaningful level of protection that is achievable given local conditions and site
constraints. Designing for the 1%-annual-chance coastal flood in compliance with the FEMA standard
could prove beneficial in the possible future event that FEMA agrees to accredit the levees. FEMA
accreditation of the levees would eliminate the requirement for flood insurance in the lagoon area and,
for those property owners who still choose to carry insurance, lower premiums.
The project design objective will also include protection against levee failure and resulting damage to
the roadway and underground utilities. The levees are seated on compressible, liquefiable soils and are
subject to deformation during strong seismic shaking. Measures to provide added stability during a
potential seismic event would prevent or reduce deformation that might otherwise occur, leaving the
levees intact and operational following a seismic event. Supplemental measures to further prevent
damage to utilities during strong seismic shaking are considered in Part 2.
3.2

Evaluation of Flood Protection Methods

A range of potentially feasible general methods of flood protection were identified. Each general
method has the capability of reducing the water level during the 1%-annual-chance coastal flood by
either reducing the level of tidal stillwater, wave runup, 4 or both. General methods were placed in two
general categories based on their location of placement; off-shore or on-shore.
•

Off-Shore

3

Barriers along West Shore and the Tiburon shoreline are also essential to protect against lagoon flooding. These
barriers are considered in Part 2.
4
Coastal water level can be thought of as having two components: 1) stillwater, which the static component (or
assumed static or slowly varying) associated with astronomical tides, storm surges, and wave setup; and 2) wave
runup, which is the dynamic, fluctuating component about that static level (i.e., swash) associated with surf beat
and the motion of individual waves at the shoreline. As used in this report, stillwater means the flood level not
including the added effects of waves (wave amplitude and wave setup) or tsunamis but including storm surge and
astronomical tide. Wave runup refers to the height above the stillwater reached by the swash. The flooding action
of overtopping by stillwater is continuous resulting in a large volume of floodwater passing to the lagoon, while the
component of overtopping by wave runup (swash) is intermittent, pulsating resulting in comparatively lesser
volume of floodwater passing to the lagoon. Of these two components, stillwater overtopping must be completely
eliminated due to the large volume of floodwater passing to the lagoon.
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Horizontal Levee
Structural/Mechanical
 breakwater
 floating wave attenuation barrier
On-Shore
o Levee raise (permanent)
o Levee raise (deployable/retractable)
o Bay-side slope modification
o
o

•

Each general method was evaluated for its application to the San Rafael and Beach Road levees. Factors
considered included engineering/constructability, environmental/regulatory permitting constraints,
effectiveness, cost, site constraints/compatibility, and adaptability to future sea level rise.
3.2.1

Off-Shore – Horizontal Levee

Description: Horizontal levee is a concept for a coastal barrier that has been getting increased attention
as a mitigation method for future sea level rise because it often can provide potential side benefits in
terms of wildlife habitat enhancement. Instead of the traditional trapezoidal-shaped levee or vertical
wall to protect against coastal flooding, a horizontal levee uses vegetation on a slope extending offshore
to break up waves before they reach the shoreline thereby reducing wave runup. A horizontal levee
consists of a hardened structure (levee) setback from the coastline with a wide expanse of natural
habitat – often a coastal marsh – between the water and the levee. By protecting the coastal habitats
and moving the hardened structure back away from the coast, the marshes provide a natural buffering
capacity to reduce the impacts of coastal flooding, specifically wave action. As a result, the hardened
features are reduced in size when compared with levees which do not have a buffer or a setback from
the coast. This reduces the overall cost of constructing the levee relative to more traditional approaches.
This also maintains the natural coast, allowing for the continued provision of habitat and recreational
opportunities associated with marshes and other coastal habitats.
Evaluation: This method would not be appropriate for coastal flood protection at either San Rafael or
Beach Road levees for the following reasons:
•
•

•
•
3.2.2

Reduces wave runup only; does not reduce stillwater;
Requires placement of fill offshore which (a) would increase future settlement in the levee area
due to the effect of additional loading on the underlying compressible soils, (b) may have
potential adverse impacts on shoreline biological resources (e.g., eelgrass), (c) would pose
challenges in obtaining a permit from BCDC because it is located off-shore.
May interfere with navigation, particularly at Beach Road with the harbor just off-shore;
Would be costly to initially construct and costly to adapt to future sea level rise.
Off-Shore Breakwater

Description: Breakwaters are structures constructed on coasts to protect a shoreline from the effects of
both waves and sediment movement. Breakwater structures are commonly designed to absorb the
energy of the waves that hit it, either by using mass (e.g., with caissons), or by using a revetment (e.g.,
with rock or concrete armor). Breakwaters can be designed with impermeable cores and configured to
completely enclose a shoreline to fully protect it from the effects of both waves and tidal action.
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There are different types of breakwaters. Caisson breakwaters typically have vertical sides and are
usually erected where it is desirable to berth vessels on the inner face of the breakwater. They use the
mass of the caisson and the fill within it to resist the overturning forces applied by waves hitting them.
They are relatively expensive to construct in shallow water, but in deeper sites they can offer a
significant saving over revetment breakwaters. Rubble mound breakwaters use structural voids to
dissipate the wave energy. Rock or concrete armor units on the outside of the structure absorb most of
the energy, while gravels or sands prevent the wave energy's continuing through the breakwater core.
The slopes of the revetment are typically between 1:1 and 1:2, depending upon the materials used. In
shallow water, revetment breakwaters are usually relatively inexpensive. As water depth increases, the
material requirements—and hence costs—increase significantly.
Evaluation: This method would not be appropriate for coastal flood protection at either San Rafael or
Beach Road levees for the following reasons:
•
•

•
•
3.2.3

Reduces wave runup only; does not reduce stillwater unless constructed with a costly
impermeable core;
Requires placement of fill offshore which (a) would increase future settlement and potential
heave in the area because of the effect of the additional loading on the underlying compressible
soils, (b) may potentially have adverse impacts on shoreline resources (e.g., eelgrass),
particularly at Beach Road, and (c) would pose challenges in obtaining a permit from BCDC;
May interfere with navigation, particularly at Beach Road with the harbor just off-shore;
Would be costly to initially construct and costly to adapt to future sea level rise.
Off-Shore Floating Wave Attenuation Barrier

Description: Floating wave attenuators are large devices that float in the water to protect a shoreline
from the effects of waves. A floating wave attenuator can be of variable sizes -- up to several meters
wide and hundreds of meters long -- but in all cases must be anchored to the bottom to counteract the
horizontal drag force due to waves hitting the sides and the vertical lift force due to the waves lifting the
wave attenuator. Currently, commercially available floating wave attenuators are either concrete or
plastic constructed systems. The concrete systems use a buoyant center, such as styrofoam blocks, to
provide flotation and concrete vertical side wave attenuation walls to provide weight and strength to
the system. These systems work much like fixed barrier breakwaters in that they provide a flat surface
that is used to reflect wave energy. A floating wave attenuator is typically placed around a marina,
working as a protective shield against the incoming waves. A majority of the wave energy is reflected
back to sea, which lowers the wave height on the shoreline side. Systems are typically permanently
anchored but, under certain conditions, may be deployable/retractable.
Evaluation: This method would not be appropriate for coastal flood protection at either the San Rafael
or Beach Road levees for the following reasons:
•
•

Reduces wave runup only; does not reduce stillwater;
May interfere with navigation, particularly at Beach Road with the harbor just off-shore.

This method may, however, be appropriate if installed as deployable/retractable to avoid interfering
with navigation under normal conditions (provided a large area can be found to store barrier when not
needed) and if coupled with another more suitable method of flood protection.
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3.2.4

On-Shore Levee Raise (permanent)

Description: Permanent levee raise involves raising the effective height of the levee to enhance its
barrier-effect against coastal overtopping. The effective height of the levee is determined by the highest
non-permeable part of the levee (i.e., excluding the porous top course of rip rap that extends above the
top of the levee) that can withstand the forces of water and waves associated with the 1%-annualchance coastal flood. Levee raise does not necessarily require raising the entire levee structure; only a
part of the levee needs to be raised provided that it is non-permeable and capable of withstanding the
forces of the coastal floodwater. Levee raise include barriers integrated into or placed at the top of the
levee, such as a seawall, paved roadway, floodwall, or sidewalk.
Evaluation: This method is appropriate for both San Rafael and Beach Road levees provided the raise
causes minimal additional loading on the underlying compressible soils. Raising and enlargement of the
entire levee structure would require placement of additional fill and other materials. This would
increase future settlement due to additional loading on the underlying compressible soils or potentially
cause other deleterious effects such as ground heaving. On the other hand, raising only a part of the
levee that would function as a barrier to overtopping would be acceptable because it could be designed
to avoid substantial additional loading. Acceptable examples include limiting the San Rafael raise to
elevating the pathway area only and the Beach Road raise to elevating the height of the seawall only.
3.2.5

On-Shore Levee Raise (deployable/retractable)

Description: Deployable/retractable levee raise involves installing a deployable/retractable barrier along
the entire length of the levee top. The barrier can be designed to the desired height. The barrier can be
a deployable/retractable metal or plastic wall, composed of panels, or inflatable/deflatable bladder, and
it can be a temporary or permanent installation. The barrier would be deployed (i.e., raised) once it is
determined that coastal flooding is imminent based on forecasting. When the coastal flood threat has
passed based on forecasting, the barrier would be retracted. A temporary installation would require
storing the barrier at an off-site location and, when a coastal flood is forecasted, moving the barrier and
placing on the levee. A permanent installation would already be placed on the levee prior to a
forecasted flood.
One example of a commercially available permanent deployable/retractable barrier is a system
composed of aluminum panels with aluminum supporting beams that are placed in a concrete chamber
that is recessed beneath the street. The system can be operated actively or passively. Under active
operation, the panels are mechanically raised by an operator’s actuation. Under a passive operation,
the panels are raised automatically during a flood. Rising floodwater creates the hydrostatic pressure to
float the buoyant aluminum beam and activate the self-sealing rubber gaskets. The higher the water
rises, the higher the flood barrier is lifted until it reaches 90° and is held closed by the floodwater. Under
either passive or active operation, when the floodwater recedes, the flood barrier returns to its recessed
position beneath the street.
Evaluation: This method would not be appropriate for coastal flood protection at either the San Rafael
or Beach Road levees for the following reasons:
•

Permanent installation: Requires placement of a flood barrier structure on the levee which
would (a) increase future settlement and potential heave in the area because of the effect of
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the additional loading on the underlying compressible soils and (b) be vulnerable to damage
from levee deformation caused by seismic ground shaking;
•

Temporary installation: Requires a large area to store barrier when not needed; relies heavily
on accurate forecasting of coastal flooding and timely placement of the barrier – susceptible to
errors in forecasting or delays in placement of the barrier;

•

Would be susceptible to operator error (active operation) or mechanical failure (active and
passive operations);

•

Would be excessively costly to construct and maintain.

This method may, however, be appropriate along a section on the southwest end of the San Rafael
Avenue levee where it merges with West Shore Road. Along this section levee raise may not be feasible
due to interference by residential structures. Installing a deployable/retractable barrier along a section
of San Rafael Avenue and West Shore Road may prevent overtopping coastal floodwaters from entering
lagoon along the southwest flank of West Shore.
3.2.6

On-Shore – Bayside Levee Embankment Modification

Description: Bayside levee slope modification involves changing the configuration and/or changing the
roughness of the outboard embankment of the levee, thereby increasing its resistance to flow and
reducing wave runup. Given the same wave parameters, a rough embankment would produce a lower
wave runup than a smooth one; a bermed embankment would result in a lower wave runup than a nonbermed one; and a sloped embankment would produce lower runup than a vertical embankment, such
as a seawall. Bayside embankment modification typically entails grading change to the embankment
and placing rock armoring.
Evaluation: This method would not be an appropriate for coastal flood protection at either the San
Rafael or Beach Road levees for the following reasons:
•

Reduces wave runup only; does not reduce stillwater;

•

Requires grading and/or placement of fill on the bayward side of the levee embankment which
(a) would increase future settlement and potential heave in the area because of the effect of
the additional loading on the underlying compressible soils, (b) may pose challenges in
obtaining a permit from BCDC.

However, this method, if designed for minimal additional loading on the underlying compressible soils,
may be appropriate as a supplement to another more suitable method of flood protection.
3.3

Selection of Preferred Flood Protection Method

Based on the foregoing evaluations, on-shore levee raise (permanent) is the only method that would be
appropriate for coastal flood protection at the San Rafael and Beach Road levees and, therefore, is
selected as the preferred method.

4.

Part 2 Development and Evaluation of Levee Raise Alternatives
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Part 2 describes the development and evaluation of alternative configurations for the selected preferred
flood protection method, levee raise. As in Part 1, in Part 2 overtopping along the Tiburon shoreline was
not considered because it was assumed that this source of overtopping would be eliminated in the near
future as an outcome of a separate collaborative effort between Belvedere and Tiburon to develop and
implement a barrier project that would mitigate overtopping originating along the Tiburon shoreline.
Accordingly, alternatives were developed only for levees or shorelines within Belvedere; namely, the
San Rafael and Beach Road levees and West Shore shoreline.
While on-shore levee raise is the primary flood protection method considered, a deployable/retractable
off-shore floating wave attenuator and/or an on-shore bayside levee embankment modification may
also be considered during later stages of project development as secondary, supplemental methods for
coupling with the levee raise. A deployable/retractable barrier may also be considered at roadway
intersections, such as along the southwest end of the San Rafael levee at its mergence with West Shore
Road.
In developing alternative configurations for levee raise, consideration was given to avoiding adverse
effects of substantial additional loading on the underlying compressible soils. For San Rafael,
alternatives were limited to creating a higher barrier by elevating the pathway area only. For Beach
Road, alternatives were limited to creating a higher barrier by elevating the height of the existing
seawall or constructing a new floodwall on top of the levee. Added features designed to achieve other
than the core project objectives described in section 3.1 above, such as enhanced public uses and
overall enjoyment, were designed to avoid substantial additional loading.
4.1

Development of Alternatives

Alternatives development focused on measures aimed at achieving these design objectives:
•
•
•
•

Barrier height – sufficient height to eliminate or substantially reduce overtopping
Levee strengthening – provide seismic stability and erosion protection to the levees
Additional public benefits – enhance public uses and overall enjoyment 5
Resiliency and ready adaptability – readily modifiable to effectively function under future sea level
rise conditions

Design development considered the barrier height required to protect against lagoon flooding and
erosion-caused damage to the San Rafael Avenue and Beach Road levees/road embankments from
coastal overtopping. Design barrier heights were determined based on detailed hydraulic analysis and
evaluation of alternative heights (Appendix D; Stetson 2020). Calculated design heights were adjusted
higher to account for future settlement and sea level rise conditions through year 2050. 6 Findings are
summarized in Table 4-1. During a 1% annual-chance-coastal flood, barrier heights indicated in the table
would totally eliminate coastal overtopping along San Rafael 7 through 2050 and substantially reduce
5

Applies mainly to the current public use areas along the San Rafael and Beach Road levees.
Project would be constructed to the year 2050 heights; but key design features, like foundations and base
structural members, would be designed for year 2100 heights to provide resiliency and ready adaptability to future
settling and sea level rise.
7
Along San Rafael total elimination of overtopping would require a barrier height to elevation 12.4 feet NAVD but
would avoid the need to construct a stormwater collection system to control the residual overtopping and safely
direct it to the lagoon. Further, by eliminating all overtopping along San Rafael “frees up” attenuation capacity in
6
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overtopping along Beach Road 8 and West Shore. 9 The residual overtopping volume (i.e., the remaining
volume passing to the lagoon after accounting for the reduction) would still cause the lagoon to rise, but
because of BLPOA’s lagoon operations and water level control facilities, the rise would not high enough
to flood shoreline properties. Further, in reducing overtopping the barriers would help protect the
levees from erosion-caused damage. Designed to the indicated heights, the frequency of flooding of
public use areas where situated on the bayward side of the barriers, such as pedestrian pathways,
shoreline access, and plaza areas, would be substantially reduced to fewer than three storm events per
year thereby preserving public access for the vast majority of time.
Table 4-1 Design Barrier Heights (Minimums)
Barrier
Barrier Height
Public Use Areas On Bayward
(elevation)
Side of Barrier (elevation)
San Rafael
12.4 feet
9.0 feet
West Shore
10.8 feet
N/A
Beach Road
12.3 feet
9.0 feet
Consideration was also given to strengthening the levees to protect against levee failure and resulting
damage to the roadway and underground utilities. Deeper foundation support for the levees is needed.
Geotechnical investigation and analysis has concluded that sheet piling installed along the most
susceptible section of the San Rafael levee and along the entire Beach Road levee are the best options
(Appendix B; Miller Pacific 2019). Along the toe of the section of the Beach Road seawall opposite
Peninsula Road where erosion protection is also needed, sheet piling could serve both functions.
Finally, consideration was given to providing additional public benefits where practical, such as
improved pedestrian passage and opportunities for walking/running, resting, viewing, access to the bay
shoreline, improved aesthetics and overall public enjoyment. Features considered included
improvements to pedestrian pathways and sidewalks, shoreline down-ramps or steps, plazas and green
common areas with landscaping.
4.2

Design Process

In consultation and collaboration from 2017 to 2019 with the Citizens Flood Zone Committee, its
successor, Committee to Protect Belvedere’s Seawalls, Levees, and Utilities (collectively, “Committee”),
and with input from the Council and public, Stetson developed alternative configurations for the San
the lagoon and allows the West Shore barrier to be set lower, avoiding impacts to those private properties. By
comparison, a 10-inch lower barrier to elevation 11.6 feet NAVD could still achieve the flood protection target, but
it would require costly construction of a stormwater collection system to control the residual overtopping and
would require a higher barrier along West Shore. The higher barrier to elevation 12.4 feet NAVD along San Rafael
was judged more cost effective and acceptable.
8
Along Beach Road, total elimination of overtopping would require a barrier height to elevation 14.6 feet NAVD,
which is higher than that required at San Rafael due to Beach Road’s southeast orientation and higher waves. This
height is up to about 6 feet above the existing bayward sidewalk -- visual/aesthetic impacts of such a high, solid
barrier would be unacceptable. Lower barrier height, recognizing the added cost of the necessary stormwater
collection system, was judged more acceptable.
9
Along West Shore, only elimination of the stillwater overtopping portion is required since the added contribution
by wave action would be attenuated in the lagoon without flooding due to the added attenuation capacity “freed
up” and made available by the higher San Rafael barrier height which would total eliminate all overtopping.
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Rafael Barrier, West Shore Barrier, and Beach Road Barrier. These alternatives were presented to the
Council in June 2019 (refer to Appendix C for diagrams of the Stetson Alternatives). The Committee
recommended further design development of Alternative 2 for San Rafael, Alternative 2B for Beach
Road, and 4 for West Shore as described below.
San Rafael Alternative 2 – A raised seawall along San Rafael Avenue involving construction of a vertical
seawall with plantings and a walking path on the street side of the wall. Sheet piling along the section of
San Rafael that is most susceptible would be integrated as the wall foundation and for seismic
strengthening of the levee itself. This configuration would protect the privacy of adjacent homeowners
by preserving the walking trail at street level.
Beach Road Alternative 2B -- A raised seawall along Beach Road to be located in the median strip.
Mechanical/retractable barriers would be required at four roadway intersections. Sheet piling would be
integrated as the wall foundation and for seismic strengthening of the levee itself. Along the reach
opposite Peninsula Road, sheet piling would also provide protection against erosion along the toe of the
sea wall. This configuration (Alternative 2B) would have the least visual impact on homes on the bay side
of Beach Road. It would also require fewer openings in the wall, and would therefore serve more reliably
as a flood barrier.
West Shore Alternative 4 – A berm or wall on the bay side of six homes on West Shore Road. This
configuration avoids impacts to the West Shore and San Rafael roadways and, with the barrier placed
bayward in the backyards of the residential structures, offers the most benefit for residents of West
Shore Road.
Following the June 2019 Council meeting, the City contracted with One Architecture to build upon the
Stetson alternatives to improve reliability (by avoiding the need for mechanical/retractable barriers that
could fail) while creating additional benefits for the people of Belvedere. One Architecture developed
design concepts during the fall of 2019 and presented them to the Council at its December 2019 retreat.
Staff later met with key affected parties, such as homeowners on West Shore Road; the San Francisco
Yacht Club; and the Belvedere Land Company. Feedback from these meetings was transmitted to the
ONE/Stetson team and the concepts were modified to address some of the unified concerns that staff
heard. In January 2020 One Architecture presented revised design concepts and answered questions
from the Committee and the public (refer to Appendix E for illustrations of the latest One Architecture
design concepts).
After hearing all feedback from the Committee from the Council, Committee, and public, as well as key
affected parties, City staff collaborated with Stetson to revise One Architecture’s latest design concepts
to address these feedbacks. The outcome is presented below as the staff-recommended preferred
alternatives configurations for the San Rafael Barrier, West Shore Barrier, and Beach Road Barrier.
4.3

San Rafael Barrier -- Staff-Recommended Preferred Alternative (Figure 1)

This configuration is a variation to previous design concepts by Stetson and One Architecture and aims
to reduce construction costs and impacts to existing parking. This configuration involves construction of
a raised vertical seawall along San Rafael Avenue to elevation 12.4 feet NAVD, a walking path, and park
features. South of Windward Road, the seawall is on the street side of the walking path. This is also the
segment of the levee that is most susceptible to damage from seismic shaking. Along this segment the
800 feet of sheet piling would integrate with the wall foundation and also function for seismic
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strengthening of the levee. North of Windward Road, the seawall is on the bay side of the walking path
with same access points as existing. Around the middle opposite Windward Road there is an “up-andover” as the floodwall and path transition and trade sides. Parks at both ends of the levee would be
improved. The only access points to the walking path south of Windward southern are at “up-andovers” located at opposite Windward and at the southern end near West Shore, which avoids the need
to have the path bulb out into the roadway and lose parking. Floodwall and sheet-piling improvements
do not encroach into the existing roadway or impact any existing parking.
Included are park features developed by One Architecture at the northern and southern ends – note
that parts of the northern park feature as well as about 200 feet of the floodwall appears to be located
outside Belvedere City limits. The boundary shown on the plan view was obtained from MarinMaps, so
it may not be exact. More detailed surveying would be performed as part of feasibility design to more
reliably identify City limits.
Preliminary Cost Estimation: $7.5 million
4.4

West Shore Barrier Staff-Recommended Preferred Alternative (Figure 2)

This design concept places a low barrier along the bayside frontage in the backyards of the six private
properties located at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 West Shore Road. The barrier height would range from less than
1 foot to 2 feet above grade. The barrier could be integrated into existing features, such as walls, to
minimize modifications to the properties. More detailed surveying will be performed as part of
feasibility design to identify opportunities to minimize impacts.
Preliminary Cost Estimation: $1.0 million
4.5

Beach Road Barrier Staff-Recommended Preferred Alternative (Figure 3)

This configuration is a variation to previous design concepts by One Architecture and aims to reduce
construction costs and impacts to existing parking. This configuration involves removal of the median
and construction of a raised vertical seawall to elevation 12.3 feet NAVD, improvements to existing park
feature, a new park feature, and beach access. The floodwall is placed along the edge of existing
sidewalk along the southwestern and northeastern sections. There is new park feature in the middle
(between Peninsula Road and Cove Road) as developed by One Architecture. The existing roundabout at
the San Rafael intersection is left in place, but pedestrian access is added. There are two “up-and-over”
ramps on either side of the Yacht Club for access onto the sidewalk and space is provided for a loading
zone in front of the Yacht Club. The existing median is removed to accommodate the new park feature
and street parking on the southwestern portion. The concrete water-step feature near Main Street for
beach access developed by OneArch is included but scaled back to keep the entire feature within
Belvedere City limits. Sheet-piling is incorporated along approximately 1,100 feet as shown on the plan
view.
Preliminary Cost Estimation: $11.6 million
4.6

Preliminary Estimation of Cost

Total preliminary estimation of cost is $20.1 million.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Zadnik - Public Works Director
Robert Zadnik - Public Works Director
FW: San Rafael seawall
Monday, December 7, 2020 8:46:16 PM

From: WENDY MCCARTHY
Sent: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 2:13 PM
To: Robert Zadnik - Public Works Director <rzadnik@cityofbelvedere.org>
Subject: RE: San Rafael seawall

Hi Robert,
Dear sea wall committee,
My husband and I live at 50 San Rafael Ave.
We appreciate all the hard work that has been done by the committee, but we are still
very concerned about losing our water views. A sea wall that is 4 feet taller than the
existing wall would basically eliminate our water views. How much consideration was
given to building a shorter wall, retractable wall or additional riprap?   
It would be very helpful to place story poles to show the impact of the proposed sea
wall.
Best,
Wendy and Dave McCarthy

From: William Rothman
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 8:09 PM
To: Craig Middleton - City Manager < Subject: Opinion about Beach
Road aspect of proposal

From Bill Rothman
Dear Mr. Middleton, please provide the email message, below, to all of the members of the Seawall Committee. Thank you.
As reflected in Ark Articles, I have raised issues about several aspects of the proposed $20,000,000. - $26,000,000. project, to be paid
for by all Belvedere residents, aimed at protecting only lagoon houses from possible perimeter-street over-topping, although no such
event has occurred since installation of rip rap, 40 years ag
One aesthetic aspect to which I object would replace Beach Road's lovely tree-lined traffic- separating median with a 4ft high concrete
wall,thereby obliterating the natural beauty shown in the November 25, photo below
My additional objection to the proposed Bead Road wall is that it would not even need to be considered, if the openings in the existing wall were
closed up. As to the objection to that plan, that it would cut off the homes on the bay side of Beach Road, from the Beach Road side walk,that
should not be seen as a problem, since the owners of those buildings have said the plan to raise them. Since that would put their lower levels at or
above the wall a front ramp or staircase will, in any event be necessary for residents to get to the Beach Road sidewalk.
Please don't let the Beauty of Belvedere be destroyed.
If you would like to discuss levee issues, pleas feel free to contact me. either by email or by telephone (415-435-109

